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Credit Strength Framework©

At its most basic, credit building requires the reporting of positive tradelines to the major credit 
bureaus (access to credit products) and intentional financial behavior through on-time payments, 
debt reduction or elimination, and correcting errors as needed (the knowledge and actions 
necessary to establish and improve credit histories and scores). As a result, three elements, 
working in tandem, are essential for any individual to achieve credit strength: Knowledge, 
Access, and Actions.

KNOWLEDGE

First, people need knowledge about how the system works and what would most benefit them 
personally in order to establish and improve their credit profiles and corresponding credit 
scores. Programs that provide an educational component about personal and business credit, 
amid other financial education/money management topics are essential to beginning to level 
the knowledge playing field for their clients. However, knowledge alone is insufficient if people 
cannot act on it.

ACCESS

Second, they have to be able to access responsible credit products and ultimately other 
opportunities that help them establish and continue to improve their credit profiles and 
corresponding credit scores. Unfortunately, access may be one of the single greatest challenges 
for those who are credit invisible, unscored and/or with low credit scores.
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ACTIONS

Third, they have to be in a position to take actions that help them establish their credit profiles 
and improve their corresponding credit scores. Healthy credit building actions are contingent 
on a number of variables including knowledge, readiness, commitment, and in many cases 
actual ability—most importantly, the ability to make on-time payments on open credit accounts. 
Furthermore, actions are often complicated by individuals’ different experiences with credit 
specifically and finances and money generally. How we interact with credit may be shaped by 
what our parents or community modeled, emotional triggers that can influence behavior, external 
circumstances outside of our control like loss of a job, divorce, or illness, and more. 

In spite of some of the challenges faced by many people in order to successfully implement credit 
strength in their lives—indeed because of them—nonprofit members of CBA’s credit building 
community across the country and across many sectors are working to help their clients achieve 
credit strength. This Credit Strength Framework is the first-ever attempt in the credit building sub-
field to support these nonprofits in their quests to comprehensively design/enhance and measure 
the success of their clients’ credit building progress and their own credit building programs. 

But We Already Track Credit Scores? Why Do We Need the Credit 
Strength Framework?

While credit scores are a highly useful and objective data point, they are not the only metric of 
credit or credit building success that nonprofit organizations can track. In fact, an increase in 
credit score alone may not be a definitive indicator that an individual has the knowledge and 
capability necessary to sustain credit building success going forward. Organizations also realize 
that consumers are “more than just credit scores,”58 and that focusing on score alone may be too 
narrow an approach in order to affect more holistic progress towards financial well-being.  
This is why, without neglecting the importance of a credit score, many nonprofit practitioners  
are seeking alternative ways of tracking outcomes for credit building programs by also 
considering the bigger picture in designing, implementing and measuring the success of their 
credit building programming. 

The Credit Strength Framework identifies other foundational credit profile information as well 
as additional elements necessary to comprehensively support clients’ successful and sustainable 
efforts to build credit to achieve their ultimate financial goals. 

How Do We Put It into Action?

Nonprofits of all types can use the Credit Strength Framework to design new or enhance existing 
programs as well as to measure them. Fundamental to the Framework’s success is understanding 
your clients’ goals within the context of your organizations’ missions.

The Framework itself is agnostic as to what those goals are, which can include but are not limited 
to renting an apartment, getting a job, reducing debt, starting a business, purchasing a home, or 
going back to school.  

58 Schneider, R.,  & Vivirito, E., ( 2015). “Measuring Your Financial Health beyond the Credit Score.” Tech Crunch. http://
techcrunch.com/2015/07/04/measuring-your-financial-health-beyond-the-credit-score/
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A comprehensive credit building 
program will incorporate each 
of the Framework’s three 
key elements. First, it will 
provide comprehensive credit 
education that teaches clients 
the fundamentals of credit, 
including how to access and 
review their credit reports, 
the basic factors that make 
up credit scores, and how 
to proactively and regularly 
monitor and manage their 
credit profiles. Second, it will 
connect clients to affordable, 
responsible credit products 
that both meet their needs for 
capital and are reported to one 
or more of the major credit 
bureaus. Finally, it will provide 
services that help to support 
clients to take ongoing healthy 
credit actions in pursuit of their goals. 

Furthermore, the Credit Strength Framework can be used by nonprofit lenders and non-lenders 
alike.  Consider how to make this happen whether you are a direct lender or not. For example, no 
matter what the primary focus or scale:

Lending programs can:

 Offer financial education as a program requirement that helps to increase borrowers’ 
knowledge about credit.

 Provide access directly to loans or other credit products that both meet clients’ specific 
credit needs in the moment and also build credit (in more and more cases CBA members are 
making Credit Building Loans specifically for the purpose of helping their clients build credit) 
to help them meet future credit needs and other opportunities.  

 Connect with borrowers during the loan application and repayment process to support 
healthy credit building actions necessary in the short- and longer-terms. 

Non-lending programs can:

 Prioritize knowledge about credit and credit action planning as a key component of helping 
clients achieve their financial and other goals. 

 Create referral relationships with local financial institutions and/or nonprofit lenders that 
offer access to credit building products.

 Provide one-on-one support to help clients translate credit actions into success by 
leveraging credit score improvement into attainment of their greater goals.

CREDIT STRENGTH =  

ABILITY TO ACHIEVE MY GOALS

CREDIT STRENGTH MEANS DIFFERENT 

THINGS TO DIFFERENT PEOPLE

“I have obtained  

a job of my choice”

“I lowered my 

payments on 

insurance and loans”

“I’m living in housing 

of my choice”

“I went back to school 

because I was able to 

purchase a car with a 

low-interest loan"

“I reduced my outstanding 

active debt”

“I have credit that 

I can use in case of 

emergencies”
“I didn’t have to pay 

a security deposit 

for my utilities or 

I got my security 

deposit returned”

“I can qualify to buy a home 

or get a small business loan”


